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In the last 12 months, we’ve been to 11 events and had to cancel three because 

of insufficient applications. One of those cancelled was The Boy In The Dress at 

Stratford which, being a première, was an unknown. It was more surprising that 

neither The History Boys nor Educating Rita was popular but interesting to note 

that they were both at Wolverhampton Grand. 

For six of the events, we had a full coach and Blithe Spirit had two coaches. Noel 

Coward is usually a popular choice but the response was probably more due to 

Jennifer Saunders taking on the role of the redoubtable Madame Arcati. 

It’s interesting to note that five of the events were musicals and this does reflect 

what’s on offer at the moment: unfortunately musicals do also tend to be more 

expensive than plays (G & S apart).  

Times are changing: as well as the preponderance of musicals, the other 

significant change relates to Wolverhampton theatre. The Grand used to be a 

regular venue for us but we didn’t go once last year. Their local authority support 

has been reduced in line with the council’s funding from central government and 

the theatre no longer receives a grant from them. The programme on offer has 

changed accordingly. Previous shows there that we went to include Hedda 

Gabler, Chicago, An Inspector Calls, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night. 

Although it’s now more difficult to find suitable productions at the Grand, there are 

still some events that would be worthwhile reserving so we always look at their 

schedule.  

There was a first for us too: on enquiring about tickets for The Book of Mormon 

musical, we were told that there would be no group discounts and, moreover, no 

reservations. If we wanted to book tickets we’d have to purchase them outright. 

The best seats are £70.00, onto which we would have to add the cost of the coach 

to Liverpool to arrive at a members’ ticket price.We considered approaching our 

Treasurer to see if he would be happy to pay £3,710 up front with no guarantee 

that the tickets would sell, but thought better of it. Other theatre going groups to 

whom we have spoken are equally as stunned and we hope that by not going 

along with this, the company (ATG) will change their policy: at least towards the 

end of the run.  

Notwithstanding these developments we did manage a full programme: 11 events 

over 12 months about which Janet will now tell us more. 
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